Optimization of electrode structure for flip-chip HVLED via two-level metallization
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In this article, we demonstrated an optimized electrode structure for high voltage LED (HVLED) using a two-level metallization technique. The first-level metallization is to form interdigitated p and n electrodes with narrow metal fingers. After passivation, a second-level reflective metallization was deposited to form a continuous reflector. Comparing the performance of HVLEDs with bar shape electrode, square shape electrode, and n finger interposed electrode, the HVLEDs with interdigitated p and n finger electrodes show better current uniformity, higher light output power (LOP) and larger wall plug efficiency (WPE). The LOP of such single HVLED chip with 8 sub LED cells on pattern sapphire substrate sample reaches 500 mW at 100 mA current injection. Using flip-chip bonding technique to connect four such chips serially, LOP can reach 2 W at 100 mA drive current. The high brightness HVLED with optimized electrodes enables flexible driver designs for solid state lighting and other applications.

1 Introduction To improve the brightness of GaN light emitting diode (LED) at high-input power conditions, one approach is to increase LED chip size to alleviate the notorious efficiency droop [1]. Another approach is to connect in series a number of LEDs onto a single board or into a single chip and to operate those LEDs in a high voltage low current mode [2–6]. Such an operation mode enables the high voltage LED (HVLED) to achieve higher efficiency than the conventional LED at the same input power density. The high efficiency of HVLED also translates to easier thermal management.

As for the fabrication of HVLED, monolithic integration of several sub LED cells into a single chip is preferred over the multi-chip technology, which is less reliable and more costly. A number of HVLED design and fabrication methods have been explored, including top-emission HVLED [2], thin-film HVLED [3–5], and flip-chip HVLED [6]. It has been reported that cell and electrode design plays a key role in determining the device performance [7, 8]. For example, in top-emitting LEDs, from which light is extracted from the p-type GaN epilayers, electrodes are typically designed to cover a minimum area to maximize light extraction [9–11]. For the flip-chip LED structure, however, light is reflected by the reflective metal layer on the p-side and extracted from the inverted sapphire substrate. One of the methods is to design the p electrode metal covering the whole region of LED mesa since it functions as both electrical conduction and optical reflection [12–18]. In this way, the light emission can be effectively reflected as the reflective p electrode covers the same area of the emission region. Although the optical loss can be kept to be minimum, but there is still much room to improve the electrical performance, especially the current crowding effects and non-uniformity distribution of electric field.

One improvement made by Ochiai et al. [18] was to increase the number of n contact fingers. By increasing the number from 4 to 8, the current spreading became more uniform. However, increasing the number of n contact fingers also leads to a loss in the effective light emission area as more of the active region will be etched for n contact finger formation.
In this article, we report an optimized p-electrode structure using a two-level metallization technique. The first-level metallization is to form interdigitated p and n electrodes with narrow metal fingers. After passivation, optical reflection is then achieved by using a second-level metallization, in which metal covers the entire LED surface and forms a continuous light reflector. In this way, good current spreading and light extraction can be obtained at the same time.

2 Device design and fabrication
2.1 Device design We design four types of structures for light out power (LOP) and wall plug efficiency (WPE) comparison purpose. The four types of structures are interdigitated p and n finger electrode, n finger interposed electrode, square-shaped electrode and bar-shaped electrode, as shown in Fig. 1(a–d), respectively. The interdigitated electrodes and surrounding n-electrodes were reported to be effective in getting low series resistance in LEDs [15–20].

The four types of HVLED chips labelled structure A (interdigitated PN finger), B (N finger), C (square shape), and D (bar shape) have the same chip size ($560 \times 570 \mu m^2$) but slightly different effective light emission areas (mesa shapes). The effective areas for structures A, B, C, and D are $0.28, 0.28, 0.27,$ and $0.29 mm^2$ due to their different mesa shapes. In structure A, the distance between the p and n electrode is designed to be $80 \mu m$, which is far smaller than the calculated current spreading length ($200–300 \mu m$ depending on the p-GaN layer resistivity and thickness) according to Guo’s model [15].

The difference between structure A and structure B lies in the shape and area of the p electrode, as shown in Fig. 1(e). For structure A, the p-electrode was made up of $10 \mu m$-wide narrow metal lines (only $1/15$ of the mesa area) whereas the p-electrode of structure B covers the whole p-type GaN mesa region. To realize the flip-chip LED design, the p-electrode metal of the HVLED in structure B also serves as the reflective mirror, whereas in structure A, a two-level metallization technique is used in the fabrication.

The structure C is similar to the structure B, in which p electrode metal covers most of the mesa region to aid current spreading on p-GaN and also to serve as reflective mirror. But the n contact configuration of structure B with n interposed finger is different from structure C with n electrode surrounding the mesa. The structure D is similar to the structure A, where p electrode only serves as current spreading purpose and a second level metallization is used to achieve light reflection. But the n contact configuration of structure A with n interposed finger is different from structure D with n electrode on one side of the mesa.

2.2 Device fabrication The HVLED fabrication process started from a 2 in. GaN LED wafer grown on a planar sapphire substrate. After isolation trench etching, mesa definition and current spreading layer deposition, the first-level metallization was done, and 2 nm/200 nm/50 nm/50 nm Cr/Al/Ti/Au was deposited as the p and n electrodes. After this, individual sub LED cells were formed. The shapes of the four types of sub LED cells are shown in Fig. 1. Subsequently, a passivation layer was deposited and contact holes were opened. The second-level metallization, which consists of a stacking layer of 2 nm/200 nm/50 nm/80 nm Cr/Al/Ti/Au metal, was deposited to interconnect the individual LED sub cells into a whole HVLED chip as well as to act as a highly reflective layer. Then, the sapphire substrate was thinned down, polished, and the wafer was diced into HVLED chips. Finally, the chips were flip-chip bonded onto a silicon submount to extract light from the thinned sapphire substrate side.

Figure 1 displays an optical photograph of a fabricated HVLED with structure A. It consists of 8 sub LED cells connected in series. Current flows from the p bonding pad into the first sub LED cell, named C1, to C2 . . . C7, and C8, finally flowing out from the n bonding pad. In fact, the number of sub LED cells of an HVLED chip can be flexibly adjusted to 11, 16, or even more, for different voltages or power applications. Figure 2(b) is an SEM image showing the details of cell-to-cell connection. Figure 2(c) illustrates two adjacent sub LED cells interconnected by using the two-level metallization technique. The sandwich
structure consists of first-level metallization (for individual sub LED cell p and n finger electrode formation), an insulation layer (for trench filling and sidewall passivation) and second-level metallization (either for optical reflection or for sub LED cell-to-cell interconnection). Here, transparent curable polymer is used as the insulation layer to avoid electrical short of the p and n region and to guarantee minimum light absorption by the passivation polymer.

HVLED chips consisting of sub LED cells with other types of electrode patterns such as structures B, C, and D were also fabricated using the same methods mentioned here.

3 Measurement
3.1 I–V characterization The I–V characteristic in Fig. 3 shows that the HVLED with structure B (n finger interposed electrode) has the lowest forward voltage at 20 mA. This can be explained by the very short distance between the p and n fingers resulting from the coverage of the p electrode metal on the whole mesa top. In addition, the interposed n finger electrode helps to achieve a uniform current density. For the HVLED chip with structure D (bar shaped electrode), the forward voltage is larger than the one with structure A (interdigitated PN finger electrode) and structure C (square shaped electrode). This poor current spreading in D resulted from its large p and n electrode distance and large p-type GaN resistance (with no metal covering on it).

To further explore the current spreading performances of these four types of HVLED chips, current density distribution at 100 mA current injection across the whole mesa region was simulated by SpeCLED software, which is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1.

From the simulation results, we can see that structure A (interdigitated PN finger electrode) has the best current spreading performance among the four types of structures. Comparing with structure B, the structure A (interdigitated PN finger electrode) can spread current more evenly than structure B (N finger electrode). This can be explained by the current spreading model given in [15]. By shrinking the

Figure 3 Current–voltage characteristic of four types of HVLED chips with 8 sub LED cells.

Figure 4 Simulated current density distribution at 100 mA current injection for different electrodes; (a) structure A, (b) structure B, (c) structure C, and (d) structure D.
140 μm-wide p electrode metal into 10 μm-wide metal line, resistance in p cladding layer will be increased. Keeping the n-side resistance the same, the increase of p-side resistance will make the current spreading length even longer, thus better current spreading can be obtained. The improvement in current spreading also can be seen from the comparison of Fig. 4(a) with (b) at 100 mA current injection.

### 3.2 Optical emission

In order to compare the light emission uniformity of different electrode patterns design, the optical emission of the four types of HVLED chips were flip-chip bonded on the same types of silicon submount and measured by a calibrated CCD camera at different current injections (20, 50, and 100 mA). Optical intensities at different injection currents have been normalized by the CCD integration times for comparison.

As shown in Fig. 5, the HVLED with structures C and D cannot emit very uniform light even at low-current injection (20 mA). The light emission uniformity becomes more uneven and congregates near the electrode region at higher injection current, which is caused by the current crowding phenomenon. From Fig. 5(d), a current spreading length of 256 μm was extracted, which is consistent with the theoretical calculation results in the beginning of Section 2. For the HVLED with structure B (N finger electrode), very uniform light can be obtained at low-current injection, but light emission becomes non-uniform and congregates near the n-type electrode region when current is increased to 50 mA. This current crowding phenomenon becomes more obvious at 100 mA, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Most of the optical intensity peak values are concentrated near the boundary of p and n electrode. For the HVLED with structure A (interdigitated PN finger electrode), light emission is still very uniform even when current increases to 100 mA. This indicates good current spreading ability of this type of electrode compared with the structure B and the other two types of electrodes.

### 3.3 LOP and WPE measurement

To compare the light output power (LOP), four types of HVLED chips with 8 sub LED cells were flip-chip bonded onto the same types of silicon submount. It should be noted that all the HVLED chips were fabricated on the same planar substrate sapphire wafer, without any roughening or encapsulation.

Shown in Fig. 6, structures A and D with two-level metal layers sandwiched by a passivation layer, exhibit higher LOP than structures B and C, which directly use electrodes as reflectors. This confirms the effectiveness of our two-level metallization design in achieving higher optical power. Although structure D has slightly higher LOP than structure A for injection current smaller than 60 mA, the larger forward voltage and early LOP saturation hinder practical applications of structure D. With increase of injection current, the LOP of structure A increases almost

### Table 1: Simulated current density and its RMS value at 100 mA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>electrode pattern</th>
<th>A (PN finger)</th>
<th>B (N finger)</th>
<th>C (square)</th>
<th>D (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average current density (A cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum current density (A cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>196.3</td>
<td>305.1</td>
<td>230.4</td>
<td>1003.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root-mean-square value (A cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>116.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** Optical emission uniformity comparison at 20, 50, and 100 mA for the sub LED cells on HVLED with different electrode patterns; (a) structure A (interdigitated PN finger electrode), (b) structure B (N finger electrode), (c) structure C (square-shaped electrode), and (d) structure D (bar-shaped electrode).

**Figure 6** Light output power and wall plug efficiency of four types of HVLED chips with different electrode designs.
current injection without roughening or encapsulation, which enables it to be a good candidate for solid state lighting applications with flexible driver designs.
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